If x = x 1 x 2 · · · x n · · · is a random sequence, then the sequence y = 0x 1 0x 2 · · · 0x n · · · is clearly not random; however, y seems to be "about half random". L. Staiger [Kolmogorov complexity and Hausdorff dimension, Inform. and Comput. 103 (1993) 159-194 and A tight upper bound on Kolmogorov complexity and uniformly optimal prediction, Theory Comput. Syst. 31 (1998) 215-229] and K. Tadaki [A generalisation of Chaitin's halting probability Ω and halting self-similar sets, Hokkaido Math. J. 31 (2002) 219-253] have studied the degree of randomness of sequences or reals by measuring their "degree of compression". This line of study leads to various definitions of partial randomness. In this paper we explore some relations between these definitions. Among other results we obtain a characterisation of Σ 1 -dimension (as defined by Schnorr and Lutz in terms of martingales) in terms of strong Martin-Löf ε-tests (a variant of Martin-Löf tests), and we show that ε-randomness for ε ∈ (0, 1) is different (and more difficult to study) than the classical 1-randomness.
Introduction
The program-size complexity H (w) of a binary string w is the size, in bits, of the shortest program for a universal self-delimiting Turing machine U to calculate w. This complexity measure plays an important role in characterising the (algorithmic) randomness of infinite sequences and provides an elegant tool for proving information-theoretical forms of Gödel incompleteness (see [2, 3, 5, 17] ).
Although the class of random sequences is large (it has constructive measure one), there are many interesting examples of sequences which are not random, but "nearly random". For example, assume x = x 1 x 2 · · · x n · · · is a random sequence; although the sequence y = 0x 1 0x 2 · · · 0x n · · · is not random, y seems to be "about half random". Can we model this intuition?
Staiger [14, 15] and Tadaki [16] have studied the degree of randomness of sequences (or reals) by measuring their "degree of compression" with a computable real number ε in the unit interval [0, 1] as a parameter indicating the degree of compression. As ε becomes larger, the degree of randomness increases, so that in the case where ε = 1 one obtains the classical randomness. This line of study leads to various definitions of ε-randomness, probably not all equivalent. It is the aim of this paper to study various definitions for ε-randomness. Some natural results true for the case ε = 1 are false for ε < 1. For example, the analogue of the theorem stating that "a real α = 0.x is classically 1-random iff there exist a constant c ≥ 0 and an infinite computable set M ⊆ IN such that H (x(n)) ≥ n − c, for each n ∈ M" is false for ε-randomness with 0 < ε < 1, that is, the statement "a real α = 0.x is ε-random iff there exist a constant c ≥ 0 and an infinite computable set M ⊆ IN such that H (x(n)) ≥ ε · n − c, for each n ∈ M" is false. The study of ε-randomness with ε < 1 is more difficult than the study of classical 1-randomness; one of the reasons is that, as we shall see below, the ε-analogue of the Lebesgue measure, an essential tool for the study of randomness, is the ε-dimensional Hausdorff measure IL ε , which is, unfortunately, infinite on every non-empty open set. This difficulty can be circumvented by using measures µ ε for sets of finite strings and relating them to IL ε .
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the notation; in Section 3 we review the main definitions, notions and results used later in the paper; in Sections 4 and 5 we study new types of ε-randomness and relate them to classical 1-randomness; in the last section we state some open problems.
Notation
We will follow the notation in [2] . By IN + = {1, 2, . . .} we denote the set of positive natural numbers; Q, R, R + are the sets of rationals, reals, positive reals, respectively. The cardinality of the set A is denoted by card (A). Let us fix X = {0, 1}; by X * we denote the set of finite strings (words) on X, including the empty string λ; occasionally we write u · v = uv to denote the concatenation of the strings u and v. The length of the string w is denoted by |w| and X i = {w ∈ X * : |w| = i }. If v is a prefix of w we write v w.
A self-delimiting Turing machine (for short, a machine) is a Turing machine T processing binary strings such that its program set (domain) P ROG T = x ∈ X * : T halts on x is a prefix-free set of strings. The program-size complexity of the string x ∈ X * (induced by T ) is H T (x) = min |y| : y ∈ X * , T (y) = x , where min ∅ = ∞.
We can effectively construct a machine U (called universal) such that for every machine We consider the Cantor space X ω of infinite sequences (ω-words) over X. As we will focus mainly on irrational numbers, we will identify reals α in the unit interval with sequences 
For a measurable set R of infinite sequences, µ(R) is the probability that x ∈ R when x is chosen by a random experiment in which an independent toss of a fair coin is used to decide whether x n = 1. If W is prefix-free, then µ(W X ω ) = w∈W 2 −|w| .
Fix ε > 0. For any (not necessarily prefix-free) set W ⊆ X * we will write
Finally we will need the Kraft-Chaitin Theorem (see [2] , p. 53): Let n 1 , n 2 , . . . be a computable sequence of non-negative integers such that ∞ i=1 2 −n i ≤ 1. Then, we can effectively construct a prefix-free sequence of strings w 1 , w 2 , . . . such that for each i ≥ 1, |w i | = n i .
Martingales, supermartingales and Hausdorff dimension
In this section we review the main definitions and results we need from the theories of martingales and Hausdorff dimension. 
Definition 3.1 (Ville [19]). (a) A martingale is a function
; d is computable if it is both left computable and right computable.
The following property of supermartingales with respect to prefix-free sets (see [13] ) will be useful in what follows.
Proposition 3.2.
Let C ⊆ X * be prefix-free, and let d :
We continue with the following results linking Lebesgue measure and supermartingales.
Theorem 3.3 (Ville [19]). (a) A set of reals R has Lebesgue measure zero iff there is a (super)martingale that succeeds on R. (b) Let d be a (super)martingale and define
Definition 3.4 (Schnorr [13] ). An order is a nondecreasing unbounded function h : IN → IN. 1 For a martingale d and order h we define
Schnorr also used null sets of the form
Finally, we define the classical Hausdorff dimension [8] (see also Falconer [6] ).
and define the ε-dimensional outer Hausdorff measure of R to be
It should be remarked that for every R ⊆ X ω there is exactly one "changeover point"
Observe further that in Eq. (1) the sum w∈C 2 −|w| ε equals µ ε (C) provided C is prefix-free.
The following theorem links Hausdorff dimension and supermartingales.
Theorem 3.6 (Lutz [9] ). For any class R ⊆ X ω the following statements are equivalent:
Remark 3.7. In fact, Lutz proved Proposition 3.6 using what he called s-gales.
From this it easily follows that the concept of s-gale gives rise to the same concept as was used by Schnorr [13] , using martingales with exponential orders h(|w|) = 2 −(1−s)|w| .
(This fact was also observed by Ambos-Spies et al. [1] .) We follow Schnorr's approach, because it seems that the combination of (super)martingales with order functions is more flexible at least in two respects: on the one hand, as in the investigation of Hausdorff dimension, it allows for the use of order functions other than exponential ones, and on the other hand, as the proof of Theorem 11 in [15] shows, computable martingales may achieve non-computable (exponential) order functions, something which is not possible for s-gales, as computable s-gales exist only for computable reals s.
Partial randomness
In this section we introduce Tadaki's definition [16] of Martin-Löf ε-randomness and the new notion of "strong Martin-Löf ε-randomness". We derive characterisations of strongly Martin-Löf ε-random sequences in terms of supermartingales and in terms of a priori program-size complexity.
A Martin-Löf test [10] is a uniform sequence {V i } of c.e. subsets of X * such that the measure µ(V i X ω ) of the i -th set is smaller than 2 −i . To adapt this definition to the ε-case Tadaki [16] replaced the condition µ(V i X ω ) < 2 −i by µ ε (V i ) < 2 −i . Thus one obtains the following definition.
Since, as was mentioned above, µ ε (w) < x∈X µ ε (wx) whenever ε < 1, the simple procedure for transforming a Martin-Löf test into an equivalent Martin-Löf test having only prefix-free sections V i (see e.g. [13] ) cannot be applied here. Therefore, we introduce the following stronger version of Martin-Löf ε-tests. The last statement needs more explanation. For the case of random reals, that is, when ε = 1, it is well known that every set R ⊆ X ω having non-null Lebesgue measure µ(R) > 0 contains a random real. This is true also for ε, 0 < ε ≤ 1, when we replace the Lebesgue measure µ by the ε-dimensional measure IL ε . Indeed, observe 
Proof. Suppose V is a strong Martin-Löf s-test. Since s is right computable there is a computable sequence of rationals (s t ) such that s t ≥ s t +1 and s = lim t →∞ s t . Let further V n,t be the computable approximation of V n at stage t, and define
for x ∈ X. Since the maximum achievable sets C x , x ∈ X, may be chosen independently from each other such that C x ⊆ V n,t ∩ wx X * , their union C = x∈X C x is a prefix-free subset of V n,t ∩ wX * and
This proves that for each n and t, d n,t is a supermartingale. Observe that in view of s t ≥ s t +1 and V n,t ⊆ V n,t +1 we have d n,t (w) ≤ d n,t +1 (w).
Evidently, each d n,t is a computable function. Next we define 
We claim that the sets {V n } form a strong Martin-Löf s-test. First observe that V is c.e. since s and d are left computable. Next, let C ⊆ V n be prefix-free. Then, by construction of V n , we have
Using Proposition 3.2 this yields 2
Now Lemmata 4.5 and 4.6 yield the following.
Theorem 4.7. For any class R ⊆ X ω the following statements are equivalent: (i) The real α is minimal such that for all ε > α there is a strong Martin-Löf ε-test
The existence of a universal Martin-Löf ε-test, for computable ε was mentioned in [16, Remark 3.1] . In the case of strong Martin-Löf ε-tests the existence of universal left computable supermartingales (see [2, Theorem 4.17] or [9, Theorem 3.6]) gives a simple derivation of the existence of universal strong Martin-Löf ε-tests.
Let d be Levin's universal left computable supermartingale, that is, for every left
and Lemmata 4.5 and 4.6 yield the existence of a universal strong Martin-Löf ε-test.
Theorem 4.8. If ε ∈ (0, 1] is a computable real number, then there is a universal strong Martin-Löf
For individual sequences x ∈ X ω we obtain the following: Theorem 4.9. Let ε ∈ (0, 1] be a computable real number and let x ∈ X ω . Then the following are equivalent:
The a priori Kolmogorov complexity KA is defined by KA(w) = |w| − log 2 d(w) (see [18] ). Thus we obtain the following complexity-theoretic characterisation of strongly Martin-Löf ε-random sequences: Corollary 4.10. Let ε ∈ (0, 1] be a computable real number. Then, x is strongly MartinLöf ε-random iff there is a constant c such that KA(x(n)) ≥ ε · n − c, for almost all n.
A similar property relating Martin-Löf ε-randomness to the program-size complexity H was shown by Tadaki [16] . Both Lemma 4.11 and Corollary 4.10 show that the two versions of Martin-Löf ε-randomness do not limit the upper complexity of sequences. Thus every (strong) MartinLöf ε-random x ∈ X ω is also (strong) Martin-Löf ε -random for ε < ε.
Randomness versus ε-randomness
In this section we continue to compare the classical theory of 1-randomness with the theory of ε-randomness with ε ∈ (0, 1]. First we mention that random reals have the following regular behaviour on a computable set of grid points ( [7] and [11] ; for a proof see [12] ). This result is no longer true for Martin-Löf ε-random reals 0.x (0 < ε < 1); see also Lemma 4.11. It was shown in [14, Example 3.18] that there are reals α = 0.x which satisfy lim sup n→∞ H (x(n))/n = 1 and, simultaneously, lim inf n→∞ H (x(n))/n = 0. A closer look into this phenomenon yields the following: Example 5.2. There is an x ∈ X ω such that for every 1/2 < ε < 1, there are infinite computable sets
Proof. We use an idea of Daley [4] and the construction of Example 3.18 in [14] . We define x = ∞ i=0 w i · 0 (2i+1)! , where w i is a string with 
for all n ∈ IN and suitably chosen constants c, c .
Then, by construction of m n and m n , for 1/2 < ε < 1 there are only finitely many n such that
Consequently, the sets
are infinite computable sets satisfying our requirements.
We proved above that a set R ⊆ X ω having IL ε (R) > 0 contains a strongly Martin-Löf ε-random real, and, consequently, it contains also a Martin-Löf ε-random real.
Next we are now going to show that the same is true for reals which were called strongly Chaitin ε-random in [16] . According to Lemma 4.11 every strongly Chaitin ε-random real is also Martin-Löf ε-random.
First we derive an auxiliary result which is essentially Theorem 3.4 of [16] . For the sake of completeness we give its proof. To this end we introduce an extra piece of notation, namely for W ⊆ X * ,
Proposition 5.4. Let ε ∈ (0, 1] be a computable real. An x ∈ X ω is not strongly Chaitin ε-random iff there is an c.e. set W ⊆ X * such that w∈W 2 −ε|w| < ∞ and x ∈ W δ .
Proof.
Assume that H (x(n)) < ε · |w| + c, for infinitely many n, and consider the c.e. set
Then, clearly, x ∈ W δ ε,c . Next let W ⊆ X * be c.e. and w∈W 2 −ε|w| < 2 c , for some c ∈ IN. Then w∈W 2 −( ε|w| +c) < 1. Since ε is computable, the set M W = {( ε|w| +c, w) : w ∈ W } is also c.e. and, because of Kraft-Chaitin Theorem, there is a machine φ : X * → X * such that φ(X * ) = W , and for every w ∈ W there is a π such that φ(π) = w and |π| = ε|w| + c. This shows H φ (w) ≤ ε|w| + c and every x ∈ W δ is not strongly Chaitin ε-random.
Using the fact that X ω \ c∈IN W δ ε,c is the set of all strongly Chaitin ε-random sequences and that w∈W 2 −ε|w| < ∞ implies IL ε (W δ ) = 0 (see [14, Lemma 3 .8]), we obtain the following: Hence we obtain, on the one hand, lim sup n→∞ H (x(n))/n ≤ p/q < ε, whenever x ∈ (X p · 0 q− p ) ω , and, on the other hand, dim (X p · 0 q− p ) ω = p/q and, consequently, dim R = sup{dim (X p · 0 q− p ) ω : ( p, q) ∈ Q ε } = ε.
Conclusion and open questions
Tadaki had invented in [16] two versions of a concept of ε-randomness. He derived also complexity-theoretic characterisations of them (see Lemma 4.11 and Proposition 5.4 above). Up to now, it is open whether these concepts coincide or not.
As random sequences can be also characterised using left-computable supermartingales, we pursued this route and obtained a third concept of ε-randomness, which gives a close connection to supermartingales as well as a complexity-theoretic characterisation. However, it is also not known whether it coincides with one of Tadaki's concepts.
We conjecture that Martin-Löf ε-randomness does not imply strong Chaitin ε-randomness even for computable ε. It is also open which relations hold between strong Martin-Löf ε-randomness and strong Chaitin ε-randomness.
